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To the President,

Dear Olive,

Congratulations to you and each of your Committee members for making our 1994
Annual Dinner such a huge success! Not only did it fall exactly on the Master's
birthday, but you were also able to arrange a perfect Autumn day for us. The venue was
charming, the food delicious, our guest of honour a great treat, and it was lovely for us
"country bumpkins" to see so many old familiar faces and so many new ones as well. As
retiring President, Olive, you certainly have vacated the chair in a burst of glory!

With best wishes,

LETTERS To THE EDITOR

AN INTRODucnoN To WAGNERS RING CYCLE

Attendees at the last seminar obj 715e 77014?35 will be den^hted to learn that Roberr
Gay is delivering an formc{,, ctioit to 117'487tei. 's Ri?zg Cycle at' the Australian Opera
Centre, The cost (8, , sessions of 2;,^ hours each) is $90 for Friends of the
Australian. Opera and Wagner Society members and $120 otherwise. The course
coriumences on Wednesday 3rd August and finishes on Wednesday 21st September
and the sessions run from 10.30am to 1.00pm or in the evening ftom 6.30pm to
9.00pm, Here is an' opportunity for members who want to expand their
knowledge or refresh their memory. If jou wish to book, .. please contact Ruth
Tet. ylot of the Friends of the. Australian Onera. on 699 1099.
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UPCOllynn'G SE^^man BY ROBERT GAY

Newsletter

Judy and Joseph Ferfoglia

NE17 MEMBERS

The Wagner Society is delighted to welcome the following new members - Mrs
Mary Meppe", Mrs loan Taylor, Mr Barry & Mrs Jane Waiters, Mrs Mabel James and
Mrs Sheeno Lcovson

June 19th

July 17th
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PROGRAM FOR 1994 CONTWIJED

August 21

The Flying D"!china" video

,...\
I I

September 18

. ,

The Annual General Meeting plus The
Making of the Ch, ;real, Ring

October 16

Carol Ann Petherick song recital on
children to celebrate Year of the Family

November 20

Talk by Moffat Oxenbould, Artistic
Director, Australian Opera on The
Australian Opera 's Wagner Reperioire

December I I

runnhd"ser video

Talk by Robert Gay on Liszt and
Wagner

FLORENCE AUSTRAL

April marked Ihe Genienary of F10rence '41/3!ra!'s binh. lye ce/ebro!e Ihe anniversary
with some praises/>om Ihe 1920s and a receni grid illuminating article

In the early twenties F10rence AUSirol was the in OSI i}riporton! recording
soprano we had, thanks to the beauty, power grid compass of her voice

She gleeied Ihe jighi without any effort, errrd song wi!h richness and
depth

F10rence Allsirol, ihe Brimnhilde, is a voice, a greoi one, vibrani and

-\
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Christmas Party

Goethe Institute

COGthe Institute
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loan Sutherland Studio,
the Opera Centre
Goethe Institute

Goethe Institute

Arthur Hammond, principal conductor and music director of the now defunct but
affectionateIy recalled Can Rosa Company, was a inari of many memories. They came
up bright as a button and were as obedient to his call as the genie of the lamp. I once
mentioned F10rence AUStral. "Ah" he said promising Iy, and his mind went back to the
1920s when he was a young man who had been in the opera business for a few years and

Goethe Institute

warm

Goethe Institute
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thought he knew it all. His stories of course became other men's and were retold more
than once, as I fear this has been. Here it comes again even so:

A piano rehearsal of Die Walktire was about to start, and the people involved were sitting
around in chairs, he himself chatting away with the nice rather motherIy woman next to
him. The music commenced and looking round he remarked inwardly that there seemed
to be no Brimnhilde. You can't get far in Act H without her, and already Wotan had
begun to sing commands to his daughter apparently in abseniio.

Then, said Arthur Hammond, as the pianist introduced Brimnhilde's Battle Cry he was
never so surprised in his life as to hear a mighty "Hojotoho" from beside him. His nice
rather motherIy neighbour was still sitting and as far as he was aware had not even
troubled to draw a preliminary breath

But it was a voice such as he had never heard. Solid, exact, effortless: the octave leaps,
the trill, the full-voiced easy high B natural, everything was in place, and it had all been
done in a way that made falling off a log seem difficult. This, he learnt, was F10rence
AUStral, and the voice remained for ever after in his ears. And not only the voice. The
cool professionalism was equally impressive, and in later years he found this to be typical
of her. He once met her leaving the theatre, after she had sung superbly as ever, on her
way home where earlier she had come back to find that she had been pretty extensively
burgled. Everything of value had been taken, but she had ajob to do and that came first.

The poor woman was to need all the fortitude and forbearance she could muster. As
early as 1930, when she was no more than 36, signs had begun to show of the arterio-
sclerosis which shortened her career and crippled her se\, erely in later life. She went
back to her native Australia at the beginning of the Second World War and, after
teaching for some years at the Newcastle Conservatory, retired to face a condition of near
poverty right up to her death in 1965

Among those who wrote of her, Harold Simpson, author of Singers 10 Remember
(Oakwood Press, 1973), referred to a letter in which she told him how well she was I\., I
sustained by happy memories; and Don White, who contributed a valuable article and
discography to The Record Conecior (Vol. XIV, nos. I and 2), visited her in 1960, when
he found a woman of clear, energetic mind and 'of overwhelming charm' though almost
totally paralysed

If, in those darkened years memories of the illustrious past did indeed rise to cheer her
then perhaps she must have paused to wonder "what if;" After her first decisive success,
in a scholarship at Ballarat, in which she won both the soprano and mezzo-soprano
prizes, she made a modest studio-opera debut and then left Australia for the United
States. Her studies in New York prospered so well that in 1920 she was offered a
contract with the Metropolitan. Like Geraldine Fanar before her, she thought it
premature.

Newsletter Newsletter

Hard to say: she might have been taken on and dropped after a season or two, as
happened with several good singers in the period, or perhaps have shared roles with
another F10rence, Easton of that name, from Middles borough, England, one of the most
useful and not least celebrated members of the company, in those starry, prestigious
years, As it was, she sailed for England, and the scene of her first triumphs was not the
Metropolitan but Covent Garden

Her debut there - and, as far as I know, anywhere - was as Brimnhilde in Die Walktire
(her adjudicator in Ballarat had said that she was 'a Brimnhilde' which at that time was
something she had never heard o0. This was with the British National Opera Company
in 1922, and she was put on stage, for the first time and in this fearsome role, as a last-
minute substitute (some say for her compatriot Elsa Stralia, but more probably for
Beatrice Miranda, who with Agries Nicholls was the company's resident heroic soprano).
Agries Nicholls was the Sieglinde of that perfonnance; Edna Thornton, Waiter Hyde,
Clarence Whitehill and Robert Radford were the other principals; A1bert Coates
conducted. So the newcomer was in good company, and in it she proved outstanding

Two nights later, in Siegii. ied, she "greeted the light without any effort, and sang with
richness and depth". In the second cycle she added Gotterddmmerz4ng to her repertoire
and thus became established; it was generally agreed that here was the finest new talent
to be heard at the house since the war.
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What was then hoped was that the magnificent voice would remain and the acting be
improved. In the following season she repeated her success in the same operas, and the
excellent 'Figaro' (A P Hatton), opera critic of Musical Opinion, reported that while
Hyde and Nicholls were artistically the most satisfying singers, "F10rence AUStral, the
Brimnhilde, is a voice, a great one, vibrant and warm - though not yet an actress.
VocalIy, she fits so perfectly into the Wagnerian scheme, like a superb solo orchestral
instrument, that one feels almost resentful that she should be required to fit into stage
pictures and dramatic actions as well. " (Note, incidentally, that that was a requirement in
those days. ) The deficiency was more inescapable when she offered her first ISOlde. In
1924, her Aida, though "rather modelled on Wagnerian lines" still provided some lovely
singing. "in acting and gesture, of course, she still has something to learn. Later that

1101n Manchester, came the news that 'her acting has improved very considerablyyear,
and the voice seemed to have taken on a still finer shade of bloom. "

June 1994
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1924 was the year when the Gennans came. Covent Garden that year was full of talk
about the brilliant new generation: Lotte Lehmann, Elisabeth Schumann, Maria
01czewska, Lauritz MeIchior, Friedrich Schorr, all arrived that year, and with them the
singer who for Londoners was to be the adored and incomparable heroic soprano of the
age, Frida Leider. AUStral returned for the international seasons of 1929 and 1933, but
her place had been taken by an artist whose stage presence was so compelling that, a
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generation later, not even Kirsten Flagstad could shake the loyalty of those for whom
Leider was the unique ISOlde and the uriapproachable Gotterddmmerz, rig Brimnhilde.

Shortly afterwards, the BNOC dissolved and AUStral, without a company-base, turned to
concert work, where she developed a surprisingIy varied repertoire (including Lucia's
Mad Scene which would involve her flautist-husband, John Am adjo) and innumerable

Beethoven's Ninth (under Weingartner), Verdi'sLove-Deaths and Immolations.
Requiem, Messiah, Bach's Mass in B Minor, and many recording sessions, were worked
in with tours of Canada and the USA.

In 1930 came an early intimation of the crippling disease, for having almost completed
her first Brimnhilde in Berlin she was unable to stand after kneeling for Brimnhilde's
plea. The great Friedrich Schorr was her Wotan in this perlonnance and, understanding
her plight, placed himself in front of her so that the audience could not see as she held to I,
the back of his cloak and hoisted herself up. In spite of her disability she sang in opera \
throughout the 1930s, in her native Australia and in the States where she was warinly
acclaimed. No second offer from the Metropolitan came her way but in Philadelphia,
Chicago, Sari Francisco and Boston she was hailed as one of the great singers of her
time. "Hers was an amazing voice, " wrote one of the American critics, "a marvellous
instrument that stands supreme among the dramatic sopranos of the present generation. "

Records preserve this. The pity is that the records themselves have not been preserved to
better effect in this her centenary year. She recorded exclusively for HMV (now EMI):
"In the early twenties F10rence AUStral was the most important recording soprano we had,
thanks to the beauty, power and compass of her voice, " wrote Fred Gaisberg. Of her
19281mmolation Scene, NGville Cardus wrote in the Manchester Garden: "The waters of
the Rhine seem to mount high, and over all rides the triumphant voice of AUStral as
Brimnhilde. Her singing can justly be called queenly. Even after hearing the glorious
singing of Frida Leider on other records, AUStral's triumphant voice remains in the
mind. " Another Manchester critic (in Ihe Musical Times) writing of a live performance
of the Ring in 1926 reached further back for an even more resounding comparison: "Not
even Ternina at her best in the late 1890s sang with more supreme nobility. "

Let us hope that in her last afflicted years she was able to recall those praises (and there
were plenty more). Let us hope also that some record company will at last devote a disc
to her (and it could include famous duets with Chaliapin and Miguel FIGta, and still better
ones with Walter Widdop and Tudor Davies). Meanwhile all honour to F10rence AUStral,
baptised F10rence Wilson, later known as F10rence Fawaz (the surname of her stepfather),
born Melbourne, April 26, 1894.
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RIDOLSTADTERFESTSPIELE '94

Once again we poss on the programfor 1994 in Ihe hope that some of you may be able
to visii here before going on to Boyre"Ih!

The events are running between 10th and 30th June at the Castle Heidecksburg and
Thtiringer Landestheater, Rudolstadt. Devoted largely to the works of Siegfried Wagner
the program runs as follows:

Siegfried Wagner

6

17'0hnopfer 411"stomaiy Sacr;/ice)
(First Perlonnance)
Castle Court - Heidecksburg
10,18,24,28 June

Die Schworze $j, inne (Black Snider)
Spectaculum - Castle Heidecksburg
11,15.23,26.29 June

Dds Paradies is ders Labyrinih (Paradise is a
Labyrinth
One inari Theatre
14.20 June

Schworzschwone"reich (Kingdom of Ihe Block
Swan)
Grosses Haus des TLR
17.19,22,25 June

Tickets can be ordered and hotel rooms asked for from Thiiringer Landestheater
Rudolstadt, Anger I 07407 Rudolstadt (tel: 0367222766).

';**.
Judith Weir

John Steame, Opera Now, May 1994, pp 48-49

HIL (Wolf Hildebrandt)

Siegfried Wagner

June 1994
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Remember our successful booksale at the 1993 Christmas Party?

If you'd like to clear some space on your shelves, please donate your no-longer needed
books, records, cassettes or CDS by bringing them to our meetings. This will help to

swell our funds and enable the Society to continue its strong support of Wagner.

Wagner Society in NSW Inc
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We were especially pleased to have as our guest of honour this year Mr Bob Carr and his
wife He Iena whose first visit to Bayreuth in 1993 is still fresh in their minds. His
pertinent reflections on Bayreuth as seen through the eyes of an environmentalist gave
graceful compliment to Gennany's ability to decentralise; creating townships as separate
entities, supported by local industry and connected to neighbouring towns by good roads
and transport (that word again) and close to the countryside of rivers and forests. On a
more urban note Mr Carr made two comparisons with the Festspielhaus: one to the
Sydney Opera House and one to the Bastille Opera. He reminded us that the
Festspielhaus took 15 years to build while the Bastille Opera, with all its late 20th C.
design and technology, failed to satisfy the needs of the patrons and the perfonners and
administrators in the way Wagner perceived those needs, both inside the house and in its
environs.

To the members and friends who travelled from as far afield as Canberra, Yass, the , ^.
Mountains and Moss Vale, our thanks for making it such a happy occasion. Our thanks '* ..
also to the Ritz Carlton for their unobtrusive service and their attention to every detail.

ANNllAL GENERAL TVnnETmG

The AGM will be held at T"e GoetheInstit"te on S""d"y I"!y 17th 1994 at 2.3@pm

VOTING RULES

At the Annual General Meeting the office bearers (President, two Vice Presidents,
Treasurer and Secretary) and four Committee Members of the above Society HAVE To
BE ELECTED.

If the number of nominations does not exceed NINE MEMBERS those members are
automatically declared elected to the COMMITTEE. Similarly the Office Bearers go into
their positions specified if no one else is nominated to the same position. In the case of I
Two OR MORE NOMINATIONS to positions of office bearers a ballot will be held on
the day of the Annual General Meeting.

Financial members may vote by proxy given to a financial member if unable to attend
the Annual General Meeting.

If more than FOUR MEMBERS are nominated for the Committee a ballot will also have
to be held to elect same.

PLEASE NOTE TM4TrtLL PAPERWORK (7VOA. nNrtT/ONSAND PROXY VOTES) ms
To BE RECEIVED By 1ST JULY 1994
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The Secretary
The Wagner Society in NSW Inc
4/22 Read Street
WAVERLEY NSW' 2024

Dear Madam,

Please take notice that we, the undersigned members, hereby respectively propose and

second

for election as

or a member of the committee of the Wagner Society.

Date

Signed
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NOMmATIONS

.........................................................

............................

Signed

(proposer)

Signed

June 1994

(seconder)

.........................................................

(nominated member)

Wagner Society in NSW Inc
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NOTICE OF MOTION

11we will be attending the Annual General Meeting on 17th July 1994 and would like the
following motion to be placed on the Agenda for discussion under General Business.

................................................

......................................................

.......................

Name:

Member no:

.......................

.........................................................

Wagner Society in NSW Inc

.....................................................

,

.....................................
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The Secretary
The Wagner Society in NSW Inc
4/22 Read Street
WAVERLEY NSW 2024

Dear Madam,

I cannot attend the 14th Annual Meeting to be held on 17th July 1994 but give my proxy

vote to

who is a current financial member of the Society, Membership number:

Date

S igned

Address

PROXY

........................................................

.............................................

.......................................................

................................................

.............................................

Newsletter

(nominated member)

NOTICE OF MOTION

11We will be attending the annual general meeting on Sunday 17th July 1994 and would
like the following motion to be placed on the agenda for discussion under general
business.

..........................................................

Newsletter

.................,.............................................

Name

Membership no

We would like to rhonk Hitda Permi/or her transldiion ofihefo//owing excel:ptsj>om Ihe
1993 Anrindl Generol Meeting of Der Fret, ride von Boyre"ih, of first!y, on mrerview with
prodz, cer Hemer Mimer and the sei designer Erich Wonder of Ihe new prodz, ciion of
Trist"" wind ISOlde and, secondly, on intorview with Norbert Baldisch, Ihe leader of Ihe
Fes!spie/halls chorus, IQken from the News/errer of the Richard Wagner Verb"rid
Innernanonol Oc!ober 1993.

lye feel SIIre thoi Ihose people who dirend Ihis year 's FestivQ/ will find Ihese rexts in OSI
illuminating.

.................................................

\

I-
\

.................................................
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AN inTERVIEW WITH PRODllClDR HElIN'ER TWITLLlER
AND THE SET DESIGNER ^RICH WONDER

RE THE NEW PRODUCTION OF TR/SUN UND ISOLDE

Mr Wolfgang Wagner invited members present to ask questions about the production.

The first questions were about the set design, whose cubistic forms were not clear to
everyone. Mr Wonder and Mr Muller explained that they had tried to give the illusion of
a ship and a sea journey, in the first act, for example, with the light effects on both sides
giving the impression of running water and a journey. Also the extreme slant of the
stage floor was intended to give the illusion of a ship and a seajoumey.

The set design of the second act was criticised for the many empty breast plates. Mr
Milller remarked that of course one could argue if it was correct to present a sort of
soldier's cemetery, instead of a garden. Mr Wonder and he had tried to put the love
story between Tristan and ISOlde into a contemporary setting. For a producer there
would be only three periods - the time of the story of Tristan and ISOlde, therefore the
high Middle Ages, tlie time of the creation of the work, the last century, and the time of
the production of the work and, as today there are more areas where war takes place than
there are gardens, he and Mr Wonder had had the idea of the empty breast plates. He is
of the opinion that with a production you cannot simply leave this present world.

In answer to one of the member's remarks that tlie music in the second act demands that
Tristan and ISOlde come together, Mr Muller said that he believes it far more interesting
to play with the relationship of closeness and distance. There would be far more tension
created by ISOlde walking very slowly along one of those geometrical aisles and once in a
while both meeting and touching each otlier and then distancing themselves again. He
thinks one underrates the effects of the music if one demands that the choreography or
the action on stage should be the same as the music. Mr Wonder and himself had tried
to leave much room for the music also in having the movements in counterpoint to the
music once in a while.

I\
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In answer to a question that he had said in a newspaper interview that Tristan is not
capable of love, he explained that he had meant that he understands the work that way,
that there is a difference between Man and Woman in their relationship to love and
death; that Woman has a relationship with less angst about love and death than Man.
Richard Wagner recounts this here; Tristan is always on a different level from ISOlde at
the deciding moment. He, Tristan, goes into death after having offered ISOlde death
together, according to his intention at the end of the second act. In the third act he dies
too early. He could not wait any longer for this hour which ISOlde demands of him.
Both function therefore by different timetables. But this does not preclude Tristari loving
ISOlde. He [Miiller] thinks that ISOlde loves more totally. And besides, the whole story
has another aspect, that Tristari is bound into the world of men; also in his personal
relationship to Marke. This makes for a deciding difference.

Mr Wagner remarks that it is not right that the audience should go to the Opera and have
to be infonned the following day what the Producer meant, because they did not
understand the production. But in Bayreuth it is possible to meet the producer and
discuss the production, Mr Wagner said.

To the choice of Hemer Muller as producer, Mr Wagner explained that he wanted a
dramatist and playwright to interpret and produce the work and that he has a very high
opinion of Mr Mimer and his production of The Hamlet Machine; that he, Wolfgang
Wagner, is of the opinion that from that angle the production receives new impulses, just
as happened with the Ch6reau production of the Ring.

In answer to a question from the public whether he would make changes to future
productions, Mr Mimer said that this is the advantage of working in Bayreuth, to be able
to make alterations the following year. He thinks that he and Mr Wonder will make
some changes in 1994, they think for the better.

Newsletter

Norbert Bolotsch wos recently honoured with the Golden Ring of the City of Boyre"Ih -
hereqiier/o110ws a conyersqtio" about Ihe secrets of singing in a group.

Whenever he appeors with his bed"lift, ! sounding "collective " in front of the public he
receives orgies of applause. Wherever in the world there is a newspaper review about a
Boyre"th production, his name is nearly always positively mentioned. Norberi Baldtsch,
since the death of Wilhelm Pitz, COMnis as one of the in OSi desired chorus leaders of the
world.

Newsletter

AN inTERVmW WITH NORBERT BALATSCH

Herr Balatsch, please tell us briefly the secret of the Festspiel Chorus in Bayreuth?

Heavy work, most difficult work. Ask the Chorus. But seriously,
this year [1993] was one of the most difficult, simply on account of
the amount of the great chorus operas which are in this year's
program - Lohe"grin, Parsifal, Hulldnder, Tristan and Tan"hd"ser.
This year the Chorus required 39 new members. And since the
beginning of the stage rehearsals until the premiere we had
practically every day a stage rehearsal for any one of these operas
and four full days where the Chorus rehearsed alone.

Balatsch:

K"rter reporter Gert-Dieier Meter Jazked 10 Bololsch aboz4i the work in Boyret, th, about
Ihe crisis of chorus singing and about hard-ton"d chorus leaders.

I. - *
,
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What causes these rehearsal difficulties?

A Balatsch: This is the consequence of a new law. According to it we are only
allowed to work 50 days during our 72 days presence. For this
reason we had to devise a mosaic of a timetable which nearly
required the work of a PhD degree. My wife and I worked on it for
weeks. In the Grid we had to engage 18 more singers to be able to
ensure that no member of the Chorus had to sing every opera. This,
of course, complicated the nounal rehearsal routine dreadfulIy.

Is it in effect prescribed by law that nobody sings everything?

Yes. And of course people have to relax too. Nowhere in the world
does it happen that someone sings every night during 30
perlonnances. I sang long enough to know that this is not possible,
especially if you have to bring the quality that is expected of us.

Which is the most difficult work for you?

Tannhdz, ser is the most difficult of them all, especially on account of
the Pilgrims' Chorus! Those hairy harmonies, those changes,
everything is moving, some come, some go. What a job to bring all
of these groups to the right intonation and woe if you don't make it!

Isn't the Holldnder very difficult for the Chorus too?

The Holldnder is a very peculiar opera. It is mostly underrated. The
culmination of the opera is the moment when the ghost chorus
sounds up. Then everything starts pointing to the last act. And the
ghosts have to be there in double strength to sing away the Daland
chorus. This is very difficult to achieve. It becomes a problem if
one has to reinforce the acoustic. I am always afraid of this, simply

.
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In answer to a question that he had said in a newspaper interview that Tristan is not
capable of love, he explained that he had meant that he understands the work that way,
that there is a difference between Man and Woman in their relationship to love and
death; that Woman has a relationship with less angst about love and death than Man.
Richard Wagner recounts this here; Tristan is always on a different level from ISOlde at
the deciding moment. He, Tristan, goes into death after having offered ISOlde death
together, according to his intention at the end of the second act. In the third act he dies
too early. He could not wait any longer for this hour which ISOlde demands of him.
Both function therefore by different timetables. But this does not preclude Tristari loving
ISOlde. He [Miiller] thinks that ISOlde loves more totally. And besides, the whole story
has another aspect, that Tristari is bound into the world of men; also in his personal
relationship to Marke. This makes for a deciding difference.

Mr Wagner remarks that it is not right that the audience should go to the Opera and have
to be infonned the following day what the Producer meant, because they did not
understand the production. But in Bayreuth it is possible to meet the producer and
discuss the production, Mr Wagner said.

To the choice of Hemer Muller as producer, Mr Wagner explained that he wanted a
dramatist and playwright to interpret and produce the work and that he has a very high
opinion of Mr Mimer and his production of The Hamlet Machine; that he, Wolfgang
Wagner, is of the opinion that from that angle the production receives new impulses, just
as happened with the Ch6reau production of the Ring.

In answer to a question from the public whether he would make changes to future
productions, Mr Mimer said that this is the advantage of working in Bayreuth, to be able
to make alterations the following year. He thinks that he and Mr Wonder will make
some changes in 1994, they think for the better.

Newsletter

Norbert Bolotsch wos recently honoured with the Golden Ring of the City of Boyre"Ih -
hereqiier/o110ws a conyersqtio" about Ihe secrets of singing in a group.

Whenever he appeors with his bed"lift, ! sounding "collective " in front of the public he
receives orgies of applause. Wherever in the world there is a newspaper review about a
Boyre"th production, his name is nearly always positively mentioned. Norberi Baldtsch,
since the death of Wilhelm Pitz, COMnis as one of the in OSi desired chorus leaders of the
world.

Newsletter

AN inTERVmW WITH NORBERT BALATSCH

Herr Balatsch, please tell us briefly the secret of the Festspiel Chorus in Bayreuth?

Heavy work, most difficult work. Ask the Chorus. But seriously,
this year [1993] was one of the most difficult, simply on account of
the amount of the great chorus operas which are in this year's
program - Lohe"grin, Parsifal, Hulldnder, Tristan and Tan"hd"ser.
This year the Chorus required 39 new members. And since the
beginning of the stage rehearsals until the premiere we had
practically every day a stage rehearsal for any one of these operas
and four full days where the Chorus rehearsed alone.

Balatsch:
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From the public view, the orchestra is between the chorus and the public and you
conduct from above, behind the front of the stage. Is the conducting, on account of the
mixing of sounds in Bayreuth, especially difficult?

Bayreuth has, viewed from the House, mostly likely the best acoustic
in the world. This shows especially if something has to be changed,
for example, at the ramp, which results in changes of sound which
most of the time are detrimental.

because the singers do not always sing the same way. And then if
the reinforcement does not function properly, then we have the
"conserve" effect on it. Then the illusion is gone, when it sounds as
if one has turned on the radio.

Balatsch:

For you, as the conductor of the Chorus, does this house bring certain problems?

Yes, for us this is very difficult. The sound of the orchestra does not
reach the public immediately, but reaches the stage first. And then,
depending on the background of the stage at that time, how long the
reverberations will take to reach the public will vary. Therefore the
sound is re-directed twice. If it is a deep stage then the sound of the
orchestra takes still longer. And every singer who sings with the
baton of the conductor is ahead of the orchestra. For a soloist this is
not too bad but for the Chorus it is disastrous. This is immediately
noticeable.

One simply has to leave the stage as it is - and this results in the
sound of the orchestra mixing with the singer's voice as background.
Therefore the orchestra can play to their full strength and the singers
can sing softly. There is no disturbance. This is, unique in the
world.

Balatsch:

Newsletter

That means you have to hold back the Chorus?

Exactly. This situation that one has to hold back the Chorus against
the baton of the conductor does not exist anywhere else in the world.
It happens to the most experienced of conductors that they gain the
impression that the Chorus is too late. In this case we place
assistants in the auditorium who later report to the Maestro that
everything was all right.

But these delays are only fractions of a second?

Balatsch:

Newsletter

This is my experience. The deeper the stage, the more I have to hold
back the Chorus. If it is a shallow stage one goes nearly parallel
with the Conductor. But this is only possible with the teariiwork of
the assistants. Thank Heaven we can see each other when
conducting.

The Chorus then follows you one hundred per cent and not the Conductor?

One has, first of all, to train the new singers. Take Lohe"grin. In
the Herzog production, Second Act, this is led 95% to 97% by me.
Nobody can or is allowed to look at the Conductor. As the stage
declines at the rear, only the first row could see the Conductor. I am
hanging behind a pillar and practically conduct the whole of the
Second Act. With an earphone on one ear I listen to the orchestra.
The other ear is free for the Chorus. And the monitor is there to see
the baton of the Conductor. If the Conductor corrects his orchestra
then I have to go according to the sound and must not look to the
baton any more. This Festspielhaus is a very tricky instrument.

This year you engaged 39 new singers. How did you get to this comparatively high
figure?

Balatsch:
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Usually we have between 20 and 30 new ones. We have the problem
that we have people in the chorus who mostly tend to sing solo.
When they get solo spots in their respective houses then often they
don't get leave of absence any more and old age takes its toll too.
And if the quality of the singing of one or another is not up to
scratch any longer then we are obliged to do something. These are
hard rules.

Wagner Society in NSW Inc

But just the same, the wish to sing here is great; where do you recruit your new singers
from?

There is great interest. We give auditions in Bayreuth, London,
Hamburg, Berlin, Leipzig, Frankfurt and Vienna.

With the fall of the Wall, did another reservoir of singers in the forrner East Gemiany
open up?

Balatsch:

Balatsch:
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We hoped so but it did not happen. Maybe some singers had already
left the East. But anyhow it is most regrettable that there are hardly
any more singers for choruses at Gennan theatres. There is hardly
anything on offer. But, of course, it is a fact that a chorus singer has
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